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Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine Technique 
Vent Generator with Box Support 
 

What? 

When you are dealing with a person experiencing extreme pain it may help to place a 

vent with a generator set to run as long as is required to reduce pain. It is a vent that 

uses the concept of a subtle energy generator and works to release over time instead of 

during the course of a session. This is perfect for post-surgical relief and for ongoing 

pain associated with long term illness or like conditions. 

Why? 

There are 3 reasons why you might use a Vent Generator with Box Support:  

1. The level of pain and the amount of trauma may just take longer than you can 

actively work on with the client in a single session or even series of sessions.  

2. The trauma may release more rapidly while the pain is continual or severe 

and it needs this approach to simply get the benefit of relief. 

3. An active traumatic injury such as a surgical intervention may be underway, 

doing this relieves pain while lessening the accumulation of HES trauma. 

How? 

This is actually sequential supported vents with a twist. They are like the ones placed in 

the SAEM Procedure Venting Trauma and Pain with a little something more. You can 

think of this as that procedure’s older sister.  Essentially, begin with the trauma vent 

follow at completion with the pain vent and support that second vent with a generator of 

ULL. There are specific steps to follow, a way to do it that will open up and expand the 

capacity of the pain vent. But ultimately, this is a technique to allow the subtle anatomy 

to support the material body as it releases subtle holding from the tissues, bones, and 

blood, the HEMF and the Light Body that may cause more acute and long-lasting pain. 
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Vent Generator with Box Support 
1. Applying the Edge, with Permission dowse to determine need. 

2. Establish the trauma vent and observe release- putting ULL underneath the vent 

will speed things up. Consciously place the vent into the trauma holding location 

and bring it out through the Light Body and the HEMF into the universal. 

3. Bring ULL underneath the vent at the trauma holding location that should contain 

the base of the vent. 

4. Monitor release and seal the vent when you are done. This will probably happen 

in a session or check in. 

5. Place the pain vent into the pain holding location- the client will help you locate it. 

As you consciously place the vent slowly come through the light body and then 

the HEMF pulling the electromagnetic field located in the Light Body (inside the 

physical body) and the HEMF (outside of the physical body) with you at the 

interior of the vent. This creates a tube like vent construction that has greater 

staying power than a typical vent. Bring the vent tube all the way out to the 

universal. You are using the client’s HEMF to create this long term vent that will 

relieve pain in the physical body that has affected the subtle field and vis versa.  

6. Build a medium sized generator ( 1 foot by 1 foot square box) of ULL inside the 

structure below the vent. If the vent is in the right shoulder build the box on the 

right side but beneath the level of the feet to the side of the body. Stay out of the 

way of any major anatomy. 

7. Charge the generator box with ULL and as you do build a conduit from the 

exterior of the structure down into the generator box Go down up down the the 

ULL to do so. 

8. Next, place a delivery tube from the generator box to directly under the location 

of the vent base. Make this tube out of ULL that you bring in from the generator 

box in this case- up, down up to the base of the pain vent.  
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FYI-Do not put the delivery tube from the generator box into the pain vent. This 

will counteract the release of pain and instead contain it. 

9. Surround everything thickly with ULL. 

10. Bring in Harmonizing the Layers and Harmonizing the HEMF 

11. IBWSIB 
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